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Abstract
The City of Nice and more generally Cote d’Azur Region are the ideal place for Advanced and Urban Air Mobility thanks 
to their exceptional location along the sea. Aéroports de La Côte d’Azur (ACA), manages three complementary airports: 
Nice Côte d’Azur, Cannes Mandelieu Airport and Golfe de Saint Tropez Airport, all three strongly committed in sustainable 
development matters (they have all been certifi ed as Level 4+ Carbon Neutral by ACI since August 2021) and which can 
constitute a strong basis to develop a vertiports network. Based on these strengths, ACA decided with other major airports 
operators (among them Aeroporti di Roma) to form a dedicated joint venture named URBAN V specialized in designing 
and building Vertiports. ACA, through Urban V, currently assess and evaluate a vertiports network across Côte d’Azur 
in order to test e-VTOLS services in best safety conditions and enable Urban Air Mobility, for a safe, sustainable and 
integrated transport of people and goods, to the benefi t of the territory.


